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U. S. Marine Corps Scout/Sniper Training Manual
The Long Range Precision Rifle: 3RD Expanded Edition contains the most
up-to-date information and methods for getting the most accuracy out
of your rifle.

Sniper Training
Are you looking for a book to record your target shooting data? Then
this Shooting Log book with Alternating Between Shooting Data and
Target Drawings is the best choice. What's Inside: 1/2 Data Pages →
Shooting Data: Date, Location, Firearm, Seating Depth, Bullet, Powder,
Primer, Grains, Brass, Distance → Area Conditions: Weather/Wind →
Overall Results: To give a rating about the results → Notes: A plenty
of space to writes your notes 2/2 Target Drawings Pages Easy for use
and note Great for Handloaders Portable Size 6 x 9 inches 151 Pages
Get a copy now to help you keep track of your personal firearm
training and maintenance, Also it's a great gift for any gift-giving
occasion (Birthday, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Father's day, Mother's
day)

The Complete Guide to Hunting, Butchering, and Cooking Wild
Game
The definitive career guide for grad students, adjuncts, post-docs and
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anyone else eager to get tenure or turn their Ph.D. into their ideal
job Each year tens of thousands of students will, after years of hard
work and enormous amounts of money, earn their Ph.D. And each year
only a small percentage of them will land a job that justifies and
rewards their investment. For every comfortably tenured professor or
well-paid former academic, there are countless underpaid and
overworked adjuncts, and many more who simply give up in frustration.
Those who do make it share an important asset that separates them from
the pack: they have a plan. They understand exactly what they need to
do to set themselves up for success. They know what really moves the
needle in academic job searches, how to avoid the all-too-common
mistakes that sink so many of their peers, and how to decide when to
point their Ph.D. toward other, non-academic options. Karen Kelsky has
made it her mission to help readers join the select few who get the
most out of their Ph.D. As a former tenured professor and department
head who oversaw numerous academic job searches, she knows from
experience exactly what gets an academic applicant a job. And as the
creator of the popular and widely respected advice site The Professor
is In, she has helped countless Ph.D.’s turn themselves into stronger
applicants and land their dream careers. Now, for the first time ever,
Karen has poured all her best advice into a single handy guide that
addresses the most important issues facing any Ph.D., including:
-When, where, and what to publish -Writing a foolproof grant
application -Cultivating references and crafting the perfect CV -Acing
the job talk and campus interview -Avoiding the adjunct trap -Making
the leap to nonacademic work, when the time is right The Professor Is
In addresses all of these issues, and many more.

The War of the Worlds
Perfect book for recording target shooting data DETAILS: Alternating
Between Shooting Data and Target Drawings with Grid(2x2") Shooting
Data Includes: Date, Time, Location, Firearm, Rifle/Scope, Ammunition,
Seating Depth, Distance, Powder, Grains, Primer, Brass, Light and Wind
Great for Handloaders Easy for use and note Portable Size 6 x 9 inches
104 Pages Made in the USA. This would make a great gift for your
friends and family.

Long Range Shooting Handbook
If you've ever wanted to reload ammunition but didn't know where to
start this book is for you. You'll find detailed chapters about
primers, cartridge cases, gun powder, and bullets, explaining in
layman's terms what they are, variations you'll encounter and the
characteristics of each. You'll also learn the different facets of
case preparation: which are necessary and which are optional, and how
to do them. You'll learn some characteristics of gunpowder and which
types work best with bulk measurements. There'll be detailed photos
and explanations teaching the process of reloading ammunition. From
there you'll be shown how you can gear up to reload your own
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ammunition even if you don't have much money or space.Although most of
the book is geared toward metallic cartridge reloading there's also a
chapter on reloading shotgun ammunition. It too, will show you the
steps involved and how to become operational with very little money
and minimal space requirements.After reading this book the novice
reloader will: (a) be capable of making informed choices when
purchasing their equipment and components; (b) be able to understand
the reloading process and why certain steps are taken or omitted; (c)
have a safe, profitable and enjoyable experience from the very
beginning.

Long Range Shooting Handbook
Become a better long-range shot! How well can you shoot at 200 yards?
500? How about 1,000? L.P. Brenzy has taught many shooters the art of
accurate, long range rifle work, and in Gun Digest Book of Long-Range
Shooting he shares the skills and practice techniques that will put
you on target. You learn: How to select the best rifle and caliber to
make the shots you want to make How to select the proper bullet and
loading information to get the best performance Practice techniques
and how to keep the edge needed to routinely make long, accurate shots
How to make accurate distance judgments without the use of high dollar
electronics How to know your limitations in hunting situations and
make ethical shots

Master Humphrey's Clock
25% of this book's proceeds will be donated to two military charities:
the Special Operation Warrior Foundation and the Sua Sponte
Foundation. This book is the complete beginner's guide to long range
shooting written in simple every-day language so that it's easy to
follow. Included are personal tips and best advice from my years of
special operations sniper schooling and experience, and as a sniper
instructor. If you are an experienced shooter, this guide will be a
resource covering the principles and theory of long range shooting.
This is the preliminary book to help you understand fundamental
concepts such as MOA vs Mils and external ballistics, that can be like
a trusted resource at the range. Learning to shoot long range isn't
that difficult. Once you understand the basics, you can start to
master your technique and you'll be hitting targets in no time. The
author has a series of online instructional videos known for their
ability to take seemingly complex areas of long range shooting and
breaking them down so that they're easy to understand. This book was
motivated by the feedback from those videos. The handbook is broken
down into three main categories: What it is/How it works,
Fundamentals, and How to use it. "What it is/How it works" covers
equipment, terminology, and basic principles. "Fundamentals" covers
the theory of long range shooting. "How to use it" gives you practical
advice on how to implement what you've learned so far to make you a
long range shooter.
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Hunter's Guide to Long-Range Shooting
This book is essentially a detailed Sniper Training manual for use by
Military/LE Snipers, Competition shooters, Long Range Hunters, and
other enthusiasts. It describes, in detail, methods of range and wind
estimation and includes practical exercises to ensure that the reader
understands the methods outlined and also has a quick reference guide
for the most commonly used equations in this skill set. The book was
primarily written for those new to long range shooting however, I hope
that even experienced shooters will benefit from the book.

The Message
Applied Ballistics for Long Range Shooting
Place of publication taken from publisher's website.

The Poisonwood Bible
The Ultimate Optics Guide to Rifle Shooting
"With an Introduction by the author, 'The Importance of Being
Bachman'."

Lord of the Flies
Long-Range Precision Rifle, Expanded Edition
Precision Long Range Shooting And Hunting is a comprehensive multivolume series focused on helping you become a proficient long range
hunter or target shooter. This book answers an important question in
Long Range shooting: "what scope to purchase?." Your success in long
range shooting will be driven by many factors, and one of the most
important is the scope, plus the quality of the scope's rings/base,
and on how well it's mounted on the rifle. This book seeks to help you
avoid expensive mistakes and fully educate on how scopes work and
which will be best for own application. It will also show you a few
ways to find the best scope based on budget and other factors you may
not have considered ensuring that this expensive purchase is the right
one for you. More details at: https: //www.longrangeoptics.org
SUMMARY: Use our comprehensive book on rifle scopes, and the
associated optics, for Long Range Shooting to find your ideal scope
for each of your applications - tactical, hunting or just having fun
at the range. Save time, money and ensure you find the right optic
without needing to search through the 1000's of choices - we narrow it
all down in a fast and easy set of choices based on your use case or
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budget. Find the ideal scope for your needs from over 1000 brand/model
choices with full details on the key features to consider. Then learn
how to install, zero and use it for long range shooting or hunting. We
will answer these questions in depth: What is long range shooting and
what scope is required to hit steel at 1000 yards? Advice on buying a
scope including detailed discussion on the options and accessories.
What is the best scope for my budget? What is the best scope for
hunting, competition, benchrest or fun? How to set up and use the
scope for long range. Explanation and use of MOA and MILs/MRAD
systems. Explanation of differing reticle designs. A complete detailed
set of buyers guides, with scope choices, based on your mission and
budget. How to mount, setup, zero and use the scope one you have
bought one. How to use the reticle to adjust for windage and to range
targets.and more. You will learn: This course is broken down into four
major sections, with 100's of images and illustrations covering all
the major areas on the scopes for long range precision shooting.
Understanding the scope. How to buy the right scope (for you). Setting
up and using your scope. Cleaning and maintaining your scope. Take
away these key learnings: Good glass does make a difference - across
scopes, rangefinders and binocular. Choosing and testing a scope with
great mechanical precision is key. The choice of reticle can be a big
factor in getting the right scope. Choosing the right scope for your
"mission" is important for your success. LEARN IN 5 MINUTE CHUNKS WHEN & WHERE YOU WANT! We have broken down every area into "bitesized" chunks (with 100's of diagrams, illustrations, and photos) and
made them easy to absorb quickly and in small time increments - now
you can learn any time and anywhere where you have a few minutes to
pick up more about long range shooting. More details at: https:
//www.longrangeoptics.org

The Malleus Maleficarum
A comprehensive big-game hunting guide, perfect for hunters ranging
from first-time novices to seasoned experts, with more than 400
photographs, including work by renowned outdoor photographer John
Hafner Steven Rinella was raised in a hunting family and has been
pursuing wild game his entire life. In this first-ever complete guide
to hunting—from hunting an animal to butchering and cooking it—the
host of the popular hunting show MeatEater shares his own expertise
with us, and imparts strategies and tactics from many of the most
experienced hunters in the United States as well. This invaluable book
includes • recommendations on what equipment you will need—and what
you can do without—from clothing to cutlery to camping gear to weapons
• basic and advanced hunting strategies, including spot-and-stalk
hunting, ambush hunting, still hunting, drive hunting, and backpack
hunting • how to effectively use decoys and calling for big game • how
to find hunting locations, on both public and private land, and how to
locate areas that other hunters aren’t using • how and when to scout
hunting locations for maximum effectiveness • basic information on
procuring hunting tags, including limited-entry “draw” tags • a
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species-by-species description of fourteen big-game animals, from
their mating rituals and preferred habitats to the best hunting
techniques—both firearm and archery—for each species • how to plan and
pack for backcountry hunts • instructions on how to break down any biggame animal and transport it from your hunting site • how to butcher
your own big-game animals and select the proper cuts for sausages,
roasts, and steaks, and how to utilize underappreciated cuts such as
ribs and shanks • cooking techniques and recipes, for both outdoor and
indoor preparation of wild game

The Practical Guide to Long Range Hunting Rifles
In his original version of Long-Range Precision Rifle, U.S. Army
sniper and avid precision rifle and long-range rifle shooter,
competitor, and enthusiast Anthony Cirincione II put extreme accuracy
with a precision rifle within the reach of any shooter. His
instruction was based on 26 months of combat deployments in Iraq and
Afghanistan and his training of squad-designated marksmen for his
battalion. His precision-shooting book proved to be an instant bestseller. In this expanded edition, Cirincione adds five new sections:
"External Ballistic Truing." Although he briefly detailed the process
of external ballistic truing in the first edition, given the level of
importance to midrange and long-range target engagement, he believes
that the process of truing deserves a detailed description.
"Determining Fast and Correct Windage Adjustments or Holds."Cirincione
covered the creation of a custom windage card for specific guns and
pet loads in the first edition, but this added windage section shares
his current process. The old way works fine, but his new method is
faster and more precise, and doesn't require you to look at a card. As
always, the process can be applied to any caliber you are using.
"Midrange and Long-Range Target Engagement: Magneto Speed V3 Ballistic
Chronograph vs. External Ballistic Truing." This section features a
report Cirincione sent to the U.S. Army Sniper School outlining the
testing of a barrel-mounted chronograph. The test pitted the device
against his current method of external ballistic truing, given target
engagements from 100 to 1,000 yards. It gives you a couple of
different options to get on target at extended range. "How to Build a
Switch-Barrel Rifle, and the Process of Swapping Barrels." As
Cirincione has moved away from factory bolt-action rifles and into
custom-built guns, he thought readers would appreciate information on
how to build one. Not only that, but he also includes specific
information on how to remove and add barrels of different calibers to
that same stock and action. "Suppressed Subsonic Shooting." This
section is about precision shot placement with subsonic ammo out to
400 yards. Long-Range Precision Rifle: Expanded Edition lays out the
most up-to-date methods for getting the most out of whatever rifle you
are using. After discussing rifle, ammunition and optic selection,
Cirincione reveals his tried-and-true methods of gathering and
recording data. He takes you step-by-step through the process of
discovering how to make your rifle perform at its peak with every
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shot. You will also learn how to adjust for environmental factors and
obstructions that lie between you and your target, and discover why
handloading and building your own precision cartridges is an extra
step well worth taking. "Anthony Cirincione was an amazing teacher
while helping me get ready for sniper school. His knowledge and
meticulous rifle setup techniques were instrumental to my success.
udents and further help the sniper community."

Mastering the Art of Long-Range Shooting
First you'll discover how to make your own U.S. secret military
superfood at home. The Doomsday Ration might have cost millions to
invent, but it's super cheap to make or replicate! And I bet you'll
find most of the ingredients are already in your pantry. Once you've
made your first batch, get ready to forget about it-because this
superfood will never spoil, even in the harshest conditions and even
without refrigeration. You'll always be able to keep your entire
family well fed on it just by spending a few dollars each day. Plus,
it's also lightweight enough that it belongs in your bug-out bag too.

How to Shoot Like a Navy SEAL
This United States Marine Corps sniper training manual-used by the
Marksmanship Training Unit of the Marine Corps Development and
Education Command-contains everything there is to know about the highstakes world of USMC sniping. Presented in lesson-plan format, the
U.S. Marine Corps Scout/Sniper Training Manual makes it easy to follow
along and teach yourself the skills and disciplines discussed in
Marine training classrooms. The nearly 30 lesson plans presented
include Care and Cleaning of the Sniper Rifle and Equipment; Weather
Effects; Range Estimation Techniques; Selection of Positions;
Stationary Targets; and Moving Targets. A fascinating and detailed
look inside Marine sniper operations and training, this manual is the
reason that U.S.M.C. snipers are the best in the world.

Practical Long Range Shooting
Shooter's Bible Guide to Tactical Firearms
Marksmanship Fundamentals is an eBook written by an active service
Tier 1 Operator and covers the fundamentals of Long Range
marksmanship. The book was primarily written for Beginner and
Intermediate level shooters however, even experienced shooters may
benefit from the book. The fact is, if you are very good at the basics
(the fundamentals), Long Range shooting becomes relatively easy. The
marksmanship fundamentals are the foundation of accuracy and precision
and their mastery should be a focus of your training. SOME of what is
covered in this eBook: * Achieving Accuracy and Precision *
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Influencing Factors: Environmental, Ammunition, Rifle, Optic/Scope,
Shooter Ability/Marksmanship * The Fundamentals * Shooting Position
Checklist * Conventional Shooting Positions * Unconventional Shooting
Positions * Recoil Reduction * Dry Firing * Live Firing * Target
Options * Rifle Setup

The Lost Foods
Smallbore Rifle Shooting is essential reading for those who are
considering taking up the sport, and for those who already have some
experience but wish to improve their skills and participate in
competitions. It takes the reader forward from the point at which the
very first shot is fired, introduces new levels of understanding and
competence, provides useful advice, and answers many of the questions
frequently asked by beginners.The key topics, which are examined in
detail, include breathing, aiming, trigger control and 'follow
through'. In addition, step-by-step guidance is presented on how to
build a comfortable and stable prone position whilst wearing a jacket
and sling. All through the book photographs, including pictures taken
through the sights to show exactly what is being described, support
the theory. The author also presents practice exercises that help
demonstrate the different techniques. For people looking to progress
beyond indoor practice shooting, there is an explanation of types of
competition, how to enter events, as well as introduction to competing
outdoors and learning how to anticipate the effect of the wind on a
shot.Whilst other shooting books may focus on the detailed skills used
by those who compete at an international level, this book offers
guidance for those at the beginner to intermediate levels.Foreword by
Nick Clark. Essential reading for all newcomers to the sport and
offers guidance for novice up to intermediate levels.Other shooting
books focus on detailed skills used by those who compete at
international level. Key topics covered including breathing, aiming,
trigger control and 'follow through' and step-by-step guidance to
achieving a comfortable and stable prone position.Superbly illustrated
with 129 colour photographs, some of these are pictures taken through
the sights to show exactly what is being described.Christopher Fenning
has been shooting for over fifteen years and is a qualified club
instructor.

Sometimes I Aim to Please But Mostly I Shoot to Kill
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the
savagery of humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a stunning Graphic
Deluxe Edition with a new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today
as when it was first published in 1954, Lord of the Flies continues to
ignite passionate debate with its startling, brutal portrait of human
nature. William Golding’s compelling story about a group of very
ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable,
an allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise,
and even a vision of the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its
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place as one of the indisputable classics of the twentieth century for
readers of any age. This Penguin Classics Graphic Deluxe Edition
features an array of special features to supplement the novel,
including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King,
an essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel
and suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler,
and an extended note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first
American paperback edition of Lord of the Flies. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.

Big Problems
Now for the first time and exclusively from ACTA Publications, The
Message features the deuteroncanonical books translated by William
Griffin in The Message: Catholic/Ecumenical Edition. Including the
books of Judith, Tobit, Sirach, Wisdom, Baruch, 1 and 2 Maccabees, and
additions to Esther and Daniel, all translated in the same
contemporary American-idiomatic paraphrased style as the other
editions of The Message . Eugene Peterson's The Message is a fresh,
compelling, insightful, challenging, faith-filled translation of the
Bible into contemporary idiomatic American English and is first and
foremost a reader's Bible. Eugene Peterson and William Griffin
(translator of the deuterocanonical books) have made the Scriptures
come alive again by translating them in a way that people can
understand what God is trying to say to us today.

Shooting Log Book
"The long shot. It's a challenge that both thrills and intimidates.
Now, with Wayne van Zwoll's newest Gun Digest book, Mastering the Art
of Long-Range Shooting, you can tackle the shots you've always wanted
to with confidence and accuracy. Inside you'll find: the rifles,
ammunition, optics, and tools that make shots beyond the 500-yard mark
reality; bullet trajectory and drift dissected; reading, shading, and
clicking the wind; [and] specialized schools that perfect longdistance skills"--Page 4 of cover.

The Catcher in the Rye
Long Range Precision Rifle
Long range shooting in the United States is as old as this country is
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young. Shooters have always had a fascination with shooting at
distance, whether they are plinkers, competitive shooters, or hunters.
The ability to place rifle bullets in the same hole of a target or
kill an animal quickly is a goal to which we all aspire. In recent
years the interest in tactical precision rifles has increased, with
many factory and custom rifle makers plying their art producing rifles
that can easily outperform the ability of many shooters. Expert Robert
A. Sadowski proves to be a masterful instructor on all aspects related
to precision shooting in the Shooter’s Bible Guide to Tactical
Firearms. This Shooter’s Bible guide will help new and experienced
shooters in making smart equipment purchases that range from rifles
and optics to ammunition and gear. The shooting school section
provides instructions for those of us who have had no formal training.
For experienced shooters, having current information on hand in one
place can be an invaluable resource. And no Shooter’s Bible guidebook
is complete without a detailed products section showcasing rifles from
all across the market. Other topics covered include: Top 10 long-range
rifles Precision rifle maintenance Anatomy of a riflescope Shooting
technique, positions, and drills And much more! Pick up a copy of the
Shooter’s Bible Guide to Tactical Firearms to learn everything you
need to know about precision, long-range shooting. Skyhorse Publishing
is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target
shooting, gun collecting, self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives,
gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We publish books on
deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting,
turkey hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting,
hunting dogs, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other
publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

The Running Man
"A handbook for hunting and punishing witches to assist the
Inquisition and Church in exterminating undesirables. Mostly a
compilation of superstition and folklore, the book was taken very
seriously at the time it was written in the 15th century and became a
kind of spiritual law book used by judges to determine the guilt of
the accused"--From publisher description.

The Professor Is In
25% of this book's proceeds will be donated to two military charities:
the Special Operation Warrior Foundation and the Sua Sponte
Foundation. This book is the complete beginner's guide to long range
shooting written in simple every-day language so that it's easy to
follow. Included are personal tips and best advice from my years of
special operations sniper schooling and experience, and as a sniper
instructor.If you are an experienced shooter, this guide will be a
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resource covering the principles and theory of long range shooting.
This is the preliminary book to help you understand fundamental
concepts such as MOA vs Mils and external ballistics, that can be like
a trusted resource at the range.Learning to shoot long range isn't
that difficult. Once you understand the basics, you can start to
master your technique and you'll be hitting targets in no time. The
author has a series of online instructional videos known for their
ability to take seemingly complex areas of long range shooting and
breaking them down so that they're easy to understand. This book was
motivated by the feedback from those videos. The handbook is broken
down into three main categories: What it is/How it works,
Fundamentals, and How to use it. "What it is/How it works" covers
equipment, terminology, and basic principles. "Fundamentals" covers
the theory of long range shooting. "How to use it" gives you practical
advice on how to implement what you've learned so far to make you a
long range shooter.

Smallbore Rifle Shooting
Each year in America, 2 Million criminals break into homes just like
yours. Is your aim good enough to guarantee your family's safety?This
book has been teaching responsible gun owners the same effective
techniques that created the world's deadliest snipers. The new 2nd
edition has been redesigned to give you the most powerful methods in
easy-to-follow instructions.A retired US Navy SEAL and bestselling
author, Chris was hand-selected to develop the entire curriculum for
the US Navy SEAL Sniper training program. If the US Navy SEALs
selected him as their leading firearms instructor, shouldn't you?Now,
you can use these world-class techniques to master your weapon and
protect your family.It comes with access to 12 online video lessons.
Watch Chief Sajnog show you his real-world methods, and read detailed
explanations in this book packed with the most effective firearms
training you'll ever find, without any of the fluff. If you're looking
for "cool" stories or techniques, this is not the book for you. If you
want to shoot like a Navy SEAL, this is where to start. You'll learn:●
How to find the right position for you -- not the cookie-cutter
methods that only work for some people -- so you can maximize your aim
with as little effort as possible.● Simple training exercises you can
do right now, at home, without having to spend 1,000's of dollars at
the shooting range.● How to boost your accuracy by up to 95% -- using
the "Navy SEAL focus" technique that you can master in just minutes.●
The SEAL Sniper Trick that you can start using today, allowing you to
instantly hit targets at twice the distance.● Why the aiming technique
you were taught is completely wrong -- and how you can fix it
instantly.● Plus how to do all of this safely, without risking harm to
your family.Protect your loved ones, your country, and yourself, with
the firearms techniques developed by one of the most respected
firearms trainers in the world.

Complete Krav Maga
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When a meteorite lands in Surrey, the locals don't know what to make
of it. But as Martians emerge and begin killing bystanders, it quickly
becomes clear—England is under attack. Armed soldiers converge on the
scene to ward off the invaders, but meanwhile, more Martian cylinders
land on Earth, bringing reinforcements. As war breaks out across
England, the locals must fight for their lives, but life on Earth will
never be the same. This is an unabridged version of one of the first
fictional accounts of extraterrestrial invasion. H. G. Wells's
military science fiction novel was first published in book form in
1898, and is considered a classic of English literature.

How to Estimate Range and Wind
Your plain-English, full-color guide to the Nikon D7200 Your Nikon
D7200 comes packed with enough power to satisfy even seasoned
photographers. Unfortunately, it doesn't come with an easy guide on
how to adjust the camera's settings to get the photos you want. That's
where Nikon D7200 For Dummies comes in! Brimming with the tips,
tricks, and friendly instruction you'd gain in a basic photography
course, it shows you how to get the very most out of your new Nikon
D7200—without losing your cool. Written by an experienced photographer
and photography teacher, this fun, no-nonsense guide quickly gets you
up and running on taking your first photos in automatic mode, then
moves on to help you grasp more advanced features, like controlling
exposure, adjusting color and focus for better results, using scene
modes and priority modes, shooting portraits, action shots, outdoor
shots, and night images—and so much more. Navigate your camera's
buttons, dials, and settings Apply pro tricks to get better color,
focus, and sharpness from your images Control exposure settings and
jump from auto mode to manual Make sense of tricky material through
full-color explanations of core photography concepts If you're the
proud new owner of a Nikon D7200, but don't have a ton—or
any—experience with cameras, this hands-on guide will have you taking
photos like a pro in no time!

Precision Long Range Shooting and Hunting
Black Lives Matter at School succinctly generalizes lessons from
successful challenges to institutional racism that have been won
through the BLM at School movement that began at one school in 2016
and has since spread to hundreds of schools across the country. This
book will inspire many hundreds or thousands of more educators to join
the BLM at School movement at a moment when this antiracist work in
education could not be more urgent. Contributors include Opal Tometi
who wrote a moving foreword, Bettina Love who has a powerful chapter
on abolitionist teaching, Brian Jones who writes about centering BLM
at School in the historical context of other struggles for racial
justice in education and several prominent teacher union leaders from
Chicago to Los Angeles and beyond who discuss the importance of antiPage 12/15
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racist struggle in education unions. The book includes essays,
interviews, poems, resolutions, and more from educators, students and
parents around the country who have been building Black Lives Matter
at School on the ground.

The Beginner's Guide to Reloading Ammunition
This manual is organized as a reference for snipers and leads the
trainer through the material needed to conduct sniper training.
Subjects include equipment, weapon capabilities, fundamentals of
marksmanship and ballistics, field skills, mission planning, and skill
sustainment.

Long Range Shooting Handbook
One of the most often asked questions when starting out in Long Range
shooting is

Marksmanship Fundamentals
The Gun Digest Book of Long-Range Shooting
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the
story of an American missionary family in the Congo during a poignant
chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce
evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and four
daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of the
Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to Africa all they believe
they will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden
seeds to the King James Bible - is calamitously transformed on African
soil. Told from the perspective of the five women, this is a
compelling exploration of African history, religion, family, and the
many paths to redemption. The Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading group novel
ever at the Penguin/Orange Awards. It continues to be read and adored
by millions worldwide.

Small-bore Target Shooting
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.

Black Lives Matter at School
Determine your maximum effective range under a variety of conditions.
Tips on range estimation, rangefinders, and wind-doping. How
temperature and elevation influence bullet travel.
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Nikon D7200 For Dummies
The Ultimate Optics Guide to Rifle Shooting walks you through each
step of the process on how to use your optical rifle scope to its
maximum potential. A complete and comprehensive guide to using your
rifle scope in the field or on the range. The optical rifle scope has
been in use for more than one hundred years, but it's not until now
that a book has come along to teach the shooter how to truly use it.
Law Enforcement and Military Snipers, competition shooters and
hunters, this book will raise your shooting skills to a whole new
level of effectiveness. With illustrations and full description of
each facet of the operation of the rifle scope this book is a must for
anyone who uses an optic on a firearm. The author speaks to you in a
language that every shooter can understand and gives you real world
examples of its uses.

Precision Long Range Shooting and Hunting
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